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We describe restructuring the introductory physics for life science students (IPLS) course to better
support these students in using physics to understand their chosen fields. Our courses teach physics
using biologically rich contexts. Specifically, we use examples in which fundamental physics
contributes significantly to understanding a biological system to make explicit the value of physics to
the life sciences. This requires selecting the course content to reflect the topics most relevant to
biology while maintaining the fundamental disciplinary structure of physics. In addition to stressing
the importance of the fundamental principles of physics, an important goal is developing students’
quantitative and problem solving skills. Our guiding pedagogical framework is the cognitive
apprenticeship model, in which learning occurs most effectively when students can articulate why
what they are learning matters to them. In this article, we describe our courses, summarize initial
assessment data, and identify needs for future research. VC 2014 American Association of Physics Teachers.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1119/1.4870079]
I. INTRODUCTION: WHY TEACH PHYSICS IN
BIOLOGICAL CONTEXT?
As the understanding of the physical mechanisms of biology increases, and as physics-based technological tools permeate both biological research and clinical medicine,
national reports from the life science (e.g., BIO 20101 and
Vision & Change2) and medical (e.g., Scientific Foundations
for Future Physicians3) communities stress the value of a
deeper understanding of fundamental physics principles, particularly those most relevant to the life and medical sciences,
as well as a high level of problem solving and mathematical
skills.
However, typical physics courses for life science students are
not well designed to meet these goals. In such courses, important fundamental concepts such as energy and entropy are often
taught with a restricted focus on conditions irrelevant to biology, such as considering only closed rather than open systems.
Essential physics topics for biologists, such as fluid statics and
dynamics, diffusion and osmosis, and the effect of dielectrics
on electrical interactions, are given little time or omitted altogether.4 If biologically related examples are included, they
rarely involve contexts in which physics gives genuine insight
into biology or medicine (“authentic” problems5,6) and may
even describe physically inappropriate situations.
To address these needs, there is currently a widespread
effort to reform the introductory physics course for life science students, both within the physics education research
community and among physics educators more broadly.7–9
These courses are being designed to emphasize the topics
that are most important for these students and to help students develop the skills needed to apply physics to life science problems.
In this article, we describe two related (though independent) reformed courses. The organizing principle is that
physics is taught in biologically appropriate contexts, both to
make clear the value of physics for the life sciences and to
give students practice applying fundamental physics to biological situations.10–13 To accomplish these goals, each of us
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has modified the course syllabus to be more closely aligned
with the material most important for the life sciences and
medicine, while maintaining the fundamental concepts,
skills, and values of physics. To develop conceptual understanding and problem solving skills, our courses use previously validated pedagogies from the physics education
research community. The guiding pedagogical framework
for choosing both the content and the pedagogy is the cognitive apprenticeship model of student learning, which stresses
the importance of a context meaningful to the student for
learning.14 Indeed, there is some evidence that explicitly presenting a learning activity as supporting the student’s longerterm learning goals aids in such transfer of knowledge from
one domain to another.15,16
In order to add to the knowledge base about designing
such courses, we give an overview of the redesign process
each of us followed, guided by the same principles but
implemented at two very different institutions: the
University of Minnesota and Swarthmore College. Although
we benefited from extensive discussions and by sharing
materials with each other and with other IPLS reformers, our
courses developed independently and thus have features specific to our individual settings and constraints.
We also describe initial outcomes in both student attitudes
and conceptual learning, as measured by standard introductory physics assessment tools. Finally, we identify a set of
research directions to inform future development and implementation, focused particularly on addressing challenges to
the development and widespread adoption of such courses.
Our experiences, and those of other developers, indicate that
designers of such IPLS courses face many challenges.
Despite including published or freely available text material,17 many of these courses have not become widespread.
For this reason, we have gone through several iterations of
the scope and sequence of this course to make it both accessible to our students and acceptable to our fellow physics
faculty. We hope this article will help encourage increasingly broad efforts in curriculum development and adaptation, and the research needed to support them.
C 2014 American Association of Physics Teachers
V
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II. PHYSICS IN BIOLOGICAL CONTEXT AT
MINNESOTA AND SWARTHMORE
The University of Minnesota and Swarthmore College
span a large, though by no means the entire, range of teaching environments, faculty, and students. Minnesota is a large
state university with an emphasis on research as well as
undergraduate and graduate education. Swarthmore is a
highly selective private undergraduate college with a strong
faculty commitment to undergraduate education. Both traditionally offer a calculus-based course in introductory physics
for life science students, and both have recognized that this
course needs a redesign to focus on the most important topics
and skills for its student population.
At Minnesota, the IPLS course is a yearlong course for biological science majors and pre-medical students that has 3
concurrent lecture sections taught by different professors
with between 120 and 200 students in each. Students also
participate in coordinated weekly discussion and laboratory
sections of 18 students. Pedagogically, the course is built
around Cooperative Group Problem Solving.
At Swarthmore, the total enrollment in introductory
physics is 90–120 in the first semester and somewhat less in
the second semester. All students (including prospective engineering majors, chemistry majors, and pre-medical students) take a standard first semester of introductory physics.
Since Spring 2008, a modified (IPLS) second semester has
been offered in addition to the standard second semester;
most chemistry majors take the IPLS course. Up until now,
the resources have not been available to also offer an IPLS
first semester, but due to the success of the second semester,
development has begun for a modified first semester to be
offered in Fall 2015. The IPLS class meetings include 3 h of
a 40–60 member class taught with Peer Instruction and a
weekly 3 h laboratory in sections of 15.
A. Course goals and development
Our modified courses have two primary goals for the students. Specifically, these goals are (1) to appreciate the
power of the very few fundamental principles of physics,
particularly their applicability to biological as well as physical systems, and (2) to gain the ability to make and solve
physics models of complex systems, particularly biological
systems, as recommended by both the HHMI-AAMC report3
and the AAAS Vision & Change report.2,18
To accomplish these goals, lectures, group activities in the
discussion and laboratories, and homework problems demonstrate and give students practice with the process of making
simplified physical models. This process begins with a conceptual description of the essential elements of the system,
followed by expressing the model mathematically.
Throughout, instruction and student activities emphasize the
importance of approximations and estimations, and testing
the reasonableness of conclusions. In the laboratory, students
similarly use an appropriate model for the situation they are
investigating, test their model by making measurements, and
analyze and evaluate the accuracy of their measurements.
In support of these pedagogical goals, the physics topics
and scientific skills explicitly taught in the course were
selected in consultation with life science and medical professionals to be relevant to beginning students in the life sciences. In addition, we tried to maintain a balance between the
needs of the life science students with the constraints of
379
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effective pedagogy for introductory physics students and the
construction of a coherent view of physics as a discipline. In
this remodeling, we sought to keep the changes to the traditional course as modest as possible, while still making the
course effective for these students, so that the course was
more likely to be adopted by other faculty.
To design this curriculum, the developer (CHC at
Swarthmore, KH at Minnesota) first prepared an initial syllabus and list of candidate biological contexts based on the
BIO 2010 report, previous interactions with colleagues in the
biological sciences, materials from the literature19 and existing courses,17 and their individual knowledge of applications
of physics in the life sciences and medicine. In addition, at
Minnesota, a sample of life science faculty from diverse
departments was surveyed for their input on the most important goals and topics of an introductory physics course. The
five highest-rated goals were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

know the basic principles behind all physics;
solve problems using qualitative problem solving skills;
solve problems using quantitative problem solving skills;
provide biological examples about physics principles; and
overcome misconceptions about the physical world.

Of the 18 candidate goals listed, those concerning the laboratory were rated significantly lower than the others and
preparing students for the MCAT was the lowest.20
In the second step, the proposed syllabus was discussed
with faculty in physics, biology, and biochemistry to refine it
and arrive at a course that was acceptable to all stakeholders.
Meetings with biology and biochemistry colleagues were particularly important in determining the relative importance of
physics topics for life science students and their difficulty for
students when applied within biology or biochemistry classes.
The life science faculty also provided examples of how these
topics were applied in their courses and, at Swarthmore, in
research experiences that students might have with faculty. At
Swarthmore, a daylong workshop was held for biology, biochemistry, and physics faculty to discuss the course, bringing
in presenters from a leading local medical school and three
reformed introductory physics courses at other institutions.
Once the course topics were selected, both developers
used their expertise in research-validated physics pedagogies
and curricular materials to adapt existing pedagogies and
materials. Such a significant revision to the introductory
course is not accomplished all at once. With each offering of
the IPLS courses, the materials are revised both to better support student learning and to be acceptable to physics faculty
who participate in teaching the course but are not themselves
its developers and often have little or no background in the
biological sciences.
B. Syllabus
Our course design process identified certain topics that are
commonly omitted or minimally taught, as very important
for life science and premedical students, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

fluid statics and dynamics, and motion of objects in fluids
diffusion
osmotic pressure
geometric and physical optics
the effect of dielectrics and conducting solutions on
electrostatics
radiation and its interaction with matter
Catherine H. Crouch and Kenneth Heller
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To provide the time needed to add some of these topics
with sufficient attention that students achieve an adequate
level of understanding, difficult choices need to be made.
For example, the first semester at Minnesota significantly
reduces the time spent on kinematics, omits momentum and
angular dynamics (angular momentum, angular acceleration,
moment of inertia), and introduces torques only in the context of static equilibrium. Although these omitted topics are
important and can be powerful and useful in biology, a faculty committee judged that their importance for biology
majors did not justify the time and effort needed for students
to understand them. Indeed, these topics will be omitted
from the 2015 version of the MCAT.21
In the second semester, both of our courses omit Gauss’s
Law, and at Swarthmore we also omit Ampere’s Law and
minimize calculation of magnetic fields. At Swarthmore, we
approach the calculation of electric and magnetic fields in
two ways: (1) through touchstone examples of configurations
of charge or current, in which the resulting fields are calculated once (or motivated qualitatively as in a couple of cases)
and then used thereafter; (2) in the case of electric fields,
through simulations that allow students to visualize combining many point charges into a charge distribution and the
resulting field. This allows us to significantly reduce the time
spent on techniques for calculating fields. At Minnesota, we
model complex charge or current distributions by simple
ones and always calculate the field from first principles.
Also in the second semester, at both institutions, we omit ac
circuits and formal treatment of inductors and inductance, and
consider inductive phenomena purely through Faraday’s Law.
Finally, we omit quantitative discussion of Maxwell’s equations and provide a purely qualitative motivation for the existence of electromagnetic waves without demonstrating the
existence of solutions to the differential equations. These
changes are summarized in Table I and are provided to illustrate possible ways to make the difficult choices that are necessary; other reasonable choices are certainly possible. There are
differences between Minnesota and Swarthmore, illustrating
that these choices are always subject to institution and instructor priorities, constraints, and opportunities. The supplementary information provides syllabi for each institution.20
Equally important to these additions and omissions is a
change in the approach to energy and entropy, necessary
because the standard introductory physics approach is very
foreign to biology. In biology, there are no closed systems;
energy transfers and conversion between different forms of
energy are critically important. Moreover, thermal energy
(explained as kinetic energy of random motion of atoms or
molecules), electrical and chemical forms of potential
energy (including energy carried by light), as well as
entropy-driven “free energy,” are ubiquitous in biology,
while work and heat show up in relatively few, specialized
contexts. Consequently, at Minnesota, although the study of
energy begins with mechanical energy, as this allows students to connect the concept of energy to concrete experience, the principle of conservation of energy is developed
without restriction to mechanical systems. Both energy
transfer in and out of a system, and transformation of one
form of energy to another within a system, are emphasized
because of their centrality to biology. Swarthmore’s first semester course (to be launched in Fall 2015) will incorporate
these approaches. At both institutions, energy conservation
carries forward as an important theme in the second
semester.
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Table I. Changes to the syllabus at Minnesota (both semesters) and
Swarthmore (semester 2 only as explained in Sec. II). Topics not listed, such
as forces (first semester) and wave optics (second semester) are covered at
approximately the same depth and level as in the typical syllabus. At
Swarthmore calculation of magnetic fields is also largely omitted.

Semester

Nature
of change

Topic

1

Kinematics
Momentum
Torque (consider statics only)
Angular velocity, momentum, dynamics
Fluids (statics and dynamics)
Drag force and motion through fluids
Diffusion and osmotic pressure
Thermodynamic cycles
Statistical treatment of entropy
Free energy

Reduce
Omit
Reduce
Omit
Add
Add
Add
Increase
Add
Add

2

Geometric optics
Gauss’s Law
Electrostatics in media and in salt water
RC circuits
Induction (Lenz’s Law and Faraday’s Law only)
Inductance and inductors in circuits,
AC circuits (with alternating sources)
Maxwell’s equations, calculation of
induced electric or magnetic fields
Radiation-matter interactions

Increase
Omit
Increase
Increase
Reduce
Omit
Omit
Add/Increase

C. Pedagogical framework: Cognitive apprenticeship
Cognitive apprenticeship provides the pedagogical framework for our courses. This theory combines the recognition
that learning complex cognitive skills (e.g., reading or problem solving) requires more than the mastery of their subskills
with the insight that apprenticeship is the most successful
form of education across history in all human cultures.
Although standard classroom practice has pushed apprenticeship out of mass education, it is still used in areas where a
high level of mastery is sought, such as academic research,
medicine, the performing arts, sports, and the trades.
The developers of cognitive apprenticeship give a pedagogical framework for classroom-based education by analyzing the essential elements of apprenticeship in light of
modern learning theory.22 In the process, they clarify the
basis for the success of many research-validated teaching
techniques. Here, we summarize this framework briefly,
emphasizing those aspects most relevant to our courses.
Cognitive apprenticeship involves establishing an environment of expert practice, and iterating among the instructional
approaches of modeling, coaching, and fading, all supported
by scaffolding. In traditional apprenticeship, the environment
of expert practice means that skills are learned in the same
environment in which an expert uses them; for example, a
graduate student learns to do scientific research by participating in a research project in a research laboratory. Such an
environment constantly prompts the learner to answer three
questions:
(1) Why is what I am learning important?
(2) How is what I am learning connected to other things I
know? And,
(3) How can I use what I am learning?
Catherine H. Crouch and Kenneth Heller
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In cognitive apprenticeship, the teacher seeks to create a
classroom environment that, as far as possible, also enables
students to answer these questions. To teach physics to students motivated by the life sciences, we surmise that the environment of expert practice can be most naturally achieved by
integrating biological contexts into the heart of the course.
In our courses, modeling, coaching, scaffolding, and fading
are provided as follows. The instructor first demonstrates conceptual reasoning and the process of solving complex problems as part of the interactive lectures. The instructor
explicitly verbalizes the usually internal decision-making process involved; this is the modeling stage. Coaching is provided
by peers during discussion of direct conceptual questions and
the initiation of problem solutions in lecture and by peers and
instructors in structured group problem solving or laboratory
sessions. Activities and problems are also designed to include
scaffolding that helps students succeed when they are still
learning a skill, both content-specific scaffolding and a general
problem-solving framework. Finally, fading is accomplished
by gradually reducing scaffolding as students progress through
a unit and through the course. The more proficient a student
becomes, the more they are able to observe from modeling
and the more they are able to gain from coaching.
D. Instructional strategy of our IPLS courses
To create the environment of expert practice, each topic is
motivated by and organized around a small number of important biological examples, provided in the Supplementary
Information. Capstone examples for each unit include: biomechanics, blood flow, and temperature regulation in the
first semester; vision, nerve signaling, pacemaker safety, and
confocal microscopy in the second semester. Conversations
with our life science colleagues were essential in identifying
good examples.
By their very nature, biological examples are more complex
than examples commonly used to teach introductory physics,
so it is critically important to balance the need for biological
context with the use of simpler physical examples that more
directly illustrate the physics topics. These two priorities are
explicitly connected in the course by emphasizing the process
of making simplified physical models of complex systems.23
Our typical instructional sequence (illustrated schematically in Fig. 1) is as follows:
•

•

•

•

Each physics principle is introduced using a biological example to motivate and set the context. The example is often
framed as a puzzle to be understood or a problem to be solved.
Students prepare for class by reading a section from the
textbook that introduces the material, and answering (via
an online questionnaire) one or two questions designed
to help them think about the ideas from the reading.24 They
are also prompted to ask questions about the reading.
Student responses are often used to start the class.
Qualitative reasoning skills are developed with the new
principle by applying it to some simpler physical contexts,
preferably contexts with a connection to students’ ordinary
experience.25 Students practice these skills by participating in research-based activities such as ConcepTests,26
including Ranking Tasks,27 both in the physical contexts
and biological contexts. Successful activities that were
originally developed with physics contexts are adapted to
biological contexts when it is natural to do so.
Interleaved with qualitative reasoning, problem-solving
skills are developed and new physics principles are
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the instructional cycle: A topic is introduced
with a biological motivation, explored using physics contexts that have been
shown to be effective for instruction, and finally the topic is applied to a biological problem (usually the original biological motivation).

•

explicitly linked with previous principles by solving
context-rich problems28,29 throughout the course. These
problems involve a biological context when appropriate.
Problem-solving laboratories30 are also used to help students learn to develop physical models for biological processes. In these laboratories, scientific questions are posed
in the form of context-rich problems. These questions
prompt students to devise an appropriate physical model
for a biological situation they might wish to investigate,
test their model using measurements they decide upon, analyze their results in a manner that confirms or refutes their
model, and evaluate the accuracy of their measurements.

E. Case study: Geometric optics
Geometric optics provides a good case study of our
approach. Its relevance for both animal vision and research
instrumentation makes it an engaging topic for life science
students. Furthermore, this subject is a good example of how
a simple conceptual model, that light travels in straight lines,
combined with appropriate mathematics (mostly trigonometry), predicts complex and useful results. When this topic is
included in a standard physics course, it is often reduced to
the formulaic study of lenses and mirrors with a few equations and a lot of rules.
In our modified physics courses, the instructor begins31 by
presenting the goal of studying geometric optics: to understand
the diversity of animal vision, including the advantages and
shortcomings of different types of eyes, and the workings of
microscopes and other optical instruments used to augment and
correct vision.32 As informed by the cognitive apprenticeship14
and expansive framing15,16 basis for our pedagogy, students are
explicitly invited to use knowledge and raise questions from
their personal experience and other courses. For example, the instructor frequently prompts students to consider their own experiences with corrective lenses, microscopes used in biology
courses or research, and other optical instruments they have seen
or read about. The instructor also emphasizes the value of learning this material to future work in their chosen fields.
The first problem posed is the simplest way to form
images, the basis of vision in some invertebrates as well as
pinhole cameras. This image formation process is developed
from the ray model of light: namely, light travels in straight
lines and can be redirected upon interaction with objects by
reflection and refraction, or can be absorbed. After the instructor gives a brief summary of the core ideas, students discuss a series of conceptual questions33 in small groups.
Catherine H. Crouch and Kenneth Heller
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Table II. Sample questions (1–3) and context-rich problem (4) for geometric optics.
Question/Problem
(1) A converging lens is used in a projector to form an image of
a bright light source on a screen.

• If the screen is moved toward the lens, to keep the image in focus,
how should you move the source?
• Is the new image bigger or smaller than the old? Is there anything
else noteworthy about the image?
(2) When focused on a nearby object, your eye’s lens and cornea
combine to give a single focal length. To focus on a distant object,
how must that focal length change?
(3) When focused on a nearby object, your eye’s lens and cornea
combine to give a single focal length. To focus on a distant object,
how must the shape of your eye’s lens change?

Comments
• Requires students to translate a verbal description into a problem
• Connects to real-world situations
• Students encouraged to use multiple representations: both geometry

(ray diagrams) and algebra
• Algebraic approach uses qualitative reasoning with equations
• Same thinking skills as (1)
• Biological context
• Same thinking skills as (1)
• Biological context
• Students must reason using principle of refraction and geometry
• In discussion, instructor connects change of shape to relaxing eye muscles

(4) You are working in a group investigating the evolution of the eye.
Assuming that early animals had eyes that did not have an adjustable
lens, you have been asked to determine the distance from the cornea
to the retina of this type of eyeball as a function of the radius of the
cornea and the index of refraction of a single fluid between the cornea
and the retina. To survive these animals needed to be able to focus
very distant objects on their retina. You assume that the cornea is a thin
transparent layer with the same index of refraction as the fluid.
Since you are dealing with very distant objects, all of the angles
involved are very small.

• Requires student to translate a verbal description in terms of physiological

Subsequently, context-rich problems using these ideas are
solved, some modeled by the instructor and others solved by
students in cooperative groups.
Teaching image formation with lenses and lens combinations begins with students discussing a series of established
PER-based conceptual questions and problems.34 However,
there are important differences between how a physics course
typically approaches lenses and lenses in biological contexts.
For example, in most physics courses, image formation
involves lenses with fixed focal lengths and variable image distances; the human eye includes an adjustable focal length lens
at a fixed distance from the retina. In our courses, students proceed from fixed focal length lenses to more biologically appropriate scenarios using conceptual questions and context-rich
problems. They finish with problems involving multiple lenses,
and a problem-solving laboratory in which they devise and test
models of vision correction and microscope focusing.
Table II provides a sampling of such questions and a problem to illustrate the kind of thinking our students are asked
to engage in. The detailed syllabus and complete list of biological contexts used in our courses, along with the in-class
activities, homework problems, and laboratories discussed in
this article, are provided online.21

A. Student attitudes

III. ASSESSMENT AND DISCUSSION
As part of evaluating our initial modifications of this
course, we have used standard introductory physics assessment tools to examine student attitudes toward learning
physics and their understanding of some of the fundamental
physics concepts. At Swarthmore, other survey questions,
including some constructed by an evaluator from the biology
department, were also used for an initial evaluation of students’ responses to the biological contexts. Recently, a more
detailed study of these contexts was carried out by CHC and
colleagues and is reported elsewhere.35
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structures into a mathematical model using the ideas of lenses,
objects, and images
• A novel situation (no previous discussion by the instructor or the text of an
eye with only a cornea)
• Biological context analyzed using simplified model

Student attitudes toward learning physics were measured
using the Colorado Learning About Science Survey
(CLASS)36 at the beginning and end of the semester, both
in the redesigned courses and more traditional courses. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), attitudes at Minnesota improved or
remained stable for both semesters of physics in biological
context, while attitudes became less favorable in the traditional course (taught with reformed pedagogy but standard
physics content, lacking the biological contexts). In the second semester IPLS course, not only did attitudes overall
improve but also improvement was seen in every category
on the CLASS survey. Due to the challenges of developing
the IPLS course, the IPLS semesters were not offered
sequentially, so students in the second semester IPLS
course had taken a traditional first semester course. Thus
each IPLS course resulted in CLASS improvements
independently.
At Swarthmore, CLASS data were obtained for the life
science students in the standard first semester (also taught
with Peer Instruction and the same textbook) and the IPLS
second semester. The results show the same trend [Fig.
2(b)]; attitudes become less favorable in the traditional
course and stay steady in the IPLS course. A more detailed
analysis is presented elsewhere.37
While the improvements shown in Fig. 2 are small, they
are noteworthy because introductory physics courses, including those taught with research-based curriculum that show
high conceptual gains, typically show a decline in favorable
CLASS responses, unless attention is specifically paid to cultivating expert-like attitudes and beliefs about learning
physics.36,38
In addition, after the third and fourth offerings of the IPLS
course at Swarthmore, on the end-of-semester course evaluation, students were asked to complete the following pair of
Catherine H. Crouch and Kenneth Heller
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Fig. 2. Pre/post responses to the Colorado Learning About Science Survey (CLASS) from (a) University of Minnesota, standard content (pedagogically
reformed, N1st sem ¼ 1503, N2nd sem ¼ 1182) and IPLS (N1st sem ¼ 140, N2nd sem ¼ 95) courses; and (b) Swarthmore, first semester standard (N ¼ 83) and second
semester IPLS (N ¼ 59) courses. From University of Minnesota, only % favorable responses are shown; from Swarthmore both % favorable and % unfavorable
are shown, as the % unfavorable changes are more significant (in the standard course, the decrease in % favorable is significant at the p < 0.05 level, and the
increase in % unfavorable is significant at the p < 0.001 level).

statements:39 “At the beginning of this course, I expected
physics to be… in understanding the life sciences” and “Now,
at the end of this course, I consider physics to be… in understanding the life sciences” with one of four choices provided.
The results, shown in Fig. 3, show that students’ opinion of
the usefulness of physics for understanding the life sciences
improved markedly, in contrast to Kortemeyer’s findings.38
Finally, after the second offering of the IPLS course, an
evaluator from the biology department40 surveyed the students
on their interest in and appreciation of the role of the biological contexts in the modified physics course. As shown in
Table III, he found significant student agreement with statements such as “Including biological examples helped me
enjoy physics more than if we had used non-biological examples;” “Understanding aspects of physics that we learned in
this course are useful for solving real-world problems in medicine, agriculture, the environment, and other topics in biology;” and “This course helped me think about biology in
useful new ways.” These indications that the use of biological
examples was both generally motivating, and also helped students see the value of physics for their chosen fields, was supported by comments from course evaluations and unsolicited
feedback from students. Recently, a more extensive study of
the effectiveness of the life science examples in supporting
student interest and learning was carried out at Swarthmore;
these results are consistent with and expand upon the earlier
evaluation and are reported fully elsewhere.36

B. Content learning
Although existing conceptual inventories such as the Force
Concept Inventory (FCI)41 and the Brief Electricity and
Magnetism Assessment (BEMA)42 are not well matched to
the redesigned course content, they were nevertheless administered to give an indication of how well students learned the
basic physics concepts. At Minnesota, data have been obtained
for both the standard course and the redesigned curriculum.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), for both the first semester, in which the
FCI was given, and the second semester, in which the BEMA
was given, students in the redesigned course scored substantially better on the post-tests, while pre-test scores were very
similar for both the standard and redesigned courses.
At Swarthmore, BEMA data [Fig. 4(b)] were obtained for
the IPLS course in each year it was offered. Data were also
obtained from one offering of the traditional course in a year
that the IPLS course was not offered (2011), but the post-test
response rate of life science students was low (N ¼ 12 out of
30), leading to weak statistics. Nevertheless, those 12 students were statistically indistinguishable in terms of course
performance from the population of all life science students
in that course, as measured by their average scores on all
course exams. This suggests that most likely, the students in
the IPLS course at least perform no worse on the BEMA
than they would in the traditional class.
C. Discussion

Fig. 3. Swarthmore end-of-semester survey responses (N ¼ 68) to the pair of
statements “At the beginning of this course, I found physics to be… in
understanding the life sciences” and “Now at the end of this course, I find
physics to be… in understanding the life sciences.” Data shown are from
Year 3, similar results in Year 4.
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The intent of these course reforms is that, if successful,
students will find physics taught in biological context more
clearly connected to their areas of interest. The cognitive
apprenticeship pedagogical framework suggests that this
clearer connection will both be more motivating and also
will help students connect what they are learning to existing
knowledge, facilitating learning and long-term transfer.
These initial assessment data suggest that even in our current implementations, teaching physics in a biological context
leads to improved attitudes and beliefs about learning physics,
and that students find the biological contexts engaging and
motivating. As far as these data go, students also learn the fundamental physics concepts at least as well as in the standard
course. An important area for future effort is the development
of assessment instruments better matched to the course content.43 Other important directions for future research are a
detailed examination of student skill development44 and tracking students’ application of the ideas and skills taught through
Catherine H. Crouch and Kenneth Heller
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Table III. Additional attitude assessment data obtained from Swarthmore College (items designed by Philip Kudish). Students responded to each statement on
a scale of 1 to 4, 1 ¼ “strongly disagree,” 4 ¼ “strongly agree.” Responses are average 6 standard error (N ¼ 52, total enrollment ¼ 61).
Average response, 1 ¼ “strongly disagree,”
4 ¼ “strongly agree”

Statement
Including biological examples helped me enjoy physics more than if we had used non-biological examples.
Including biological examples helped me understand physics more than if we had used
non-biological examples.
This course helped me think about biology in useful new ways.
Methods I learned in physics will be useful in my future career.
Understanding aspects of physics that we learned in this course are useful for solving real-world
problems in medicine, agriculture, the environment, and other topics in biology.

later biology courses. One step in this direction would be to
develop an artifact-based interview protocol to probe student
recognition of physics principles in a biology course.
IV. ADDITIONAL FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS
1. We identify two further research questions45 that are particularly aimed at supporting development and widespread adoption of IPLS courses:
2. What are the characteristics of effective biological contexts?
3. What characteristics of IPLS courses are necessary so that
physics faculty who are neither IPLS developers nor biological physicists will teach them?
Below we give more detail on each of these directions.
A. Designing effective biological contexts
A critical question for developers is: What characteristics
make biological contexts effective for:
•
•

learning fundamental physics principles and quantitative
skills such as model building and problem solving,
creating an environment of expert practice in which students can articulate why what they are learning will support goals that matter to them.

These questions can be addressed by surveying or interviewing students and examining appropriate written work, leading
to standard instruments for assessing these topics. Interviews

3.6 6 0.1
3.3 6 0.1
3.4 6 0.1
3.3 6 0.1
3.4 6 0.1

can also provide data on whether an environment of expert
practice has been created in the student’s mind. Based on such
assessments, the contexts and content used can be refined or
changed to make the course design suitable to a particular instructor and institution. For example, initial exploratory work
in this area by Wisittanawat, Renninger, and Crouch36 found
that certain contexts were more effective than others at engaging student interest, most likely due to being more familiar to
students from prior coursework or experience.
Ultimately, a body of research is needed to produce guidelines for developers to design effective biological contexts, and
for adopters to select most effectively from existing materials,
as well as to modify them to best fit the local environment.
B. Designing a readily adoptable course
In their studies of other physics educational innovations,
Henderson and Dancy have shown that developing a successful instructional approach with comprehensive supporting
material and making those materials widely available are not
sufficient for wide-scale adoption.46 Previous work by the
University of Minnesota Physics Education Group and collaborators47,48 indicates that to facilitate adoption, a curriculum must:
•
•
•
•

be congruent with strongly held instructor beliefs and values about teaching physics,
produce improvements in student learning or behavior that
are directly observed by the instructor,
be adoptable with reasonable effort, and
degrade gracefully, so that less-than-ideal implementations are still reasonably successful.

Fig. 4. Pre/post conceptual assessment data from (a) University of Minnesota, both semesters, standard content (pedagogically reformed, N1st sem ¼ 1704,
N2nd sem ¼ 1263) and IPLS (N1st sem ¼ 140, N2nd sem ¼ 116) courses; and (b) Swarthmore, second semester standard content (N ¼ 12, see discussion in text of
low numbers) and IPLS course (N ¼ 32, 54, 63, and 36 in Years 1–4, respectively). At Swarthmore, in Years 3 and 4, significantly less time was spent on magnetism to allow more time on electrostatics in media and circuit models of neural processes. The Force Concept Inventory (FCI) was used in the first semester;
the Brief Electricity and Magnetism Survey (BEMA), in the second. Error bars are the standard error of the mean.
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For IPLS courses to become widespread, it will be particularly important to identify where a modified scope and
sequence and/or the use of biological contexts violate
strongly held physics instructor beliefs or values. This can be
accomplished by interviewing faculty who have not taught
this course, using artifact-based techniques.49 Furthermore,
faculty who are willing to test the course materials could be
monitored and interviewed to determine the effort (actual
and perceived) required to teach the course and their perception of the course’s effectiveness at engaging students and
fostering student understanding of physics. Finally, it will be
essential to provide supporting materials to help instructors
understand the goals and design of the course, as well as the
biological contexts, well enough to successfully teach it
within their time constraints.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
a)

We have described an approach to teaching physics to life
science students in which the scope and sequence of the
course have been modified to emphasize the most important
physics topics and scientific skills, which are explicitly
grounded in life science contexts. Initial results at our two
very different institutions suggest that this approach is both
practical and promising. Others have also reported success
with similar approaches.7–9 Our intent in this article is to
show that this approach can be successful in diverse contexts
and that the specific implementation depends on the specific
environment, not to provide a recipe for a “standard” IPLS
course.
For those interested in developing or introducing such a
course, we note that there is no single best choice of topics,
skills, or biological contexts to use, as can be seen in the variations among IPLS courses already in development. Rather,
curriculum development teams can use frameworks developed elsewhere and make choices about which specific
topics and skills to emphasize, depending on the needs, preparation, and abilities of students and instructors at a specific
institution. Instructors adopting the work of such teams are
likely to need to make further modifications based on their
own outlook, their experiences with students, and the local
strengths and constraints of their institution. We expect
that future research will provide more specific guidance for
effective adaptation strategies, the types of instructional
approaches and materials that tend to be most effective, and
assessment instruments to help guide the process.
Finally, we note that even if an IPLS course is successful,
in order for it to become widespread, most physics faculty at
an institution must be willing to teach it. A critical element
in accomplishing this is for faculty to judge that they can do
so without undue effort. We expect that this will require variety and compromises in the design of the course, as well as a
range of suitable instructor support materials.
The IPLS reform effort offers an exciting and timely opportunity for physics and life science educators and education researchers to partner together in work that will have
lasting impact. We encourage others to join in this work!
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